Harold Turner and Ben Wiltscheck. We have a score of boys though
who could already build one of our houses and build it well if backed by
capital.
But the time when we can thus build our own buildings, milling our
own materials, is not yet.
We are looking forward to it, however.
No more drawing-board architects if I can help it, contractors trying to
build buildings they know nothing about,
To bear me out, about all my clients have testified to the joy and satis-
faction they get from their own particular building, believing theirs to be
the best house I have built, as indeed it is for them. Their experience with
the sincere try for the organic in character—the honest experiment made
in their behalf—has often opened a new world to and for them. Were it
not likely to be misleading—looking like boasting, or a plug—I should
like to introduce here letters from many, even from most all of the clients,
testifying to that as a fact. And my clients are a cross-section of the dis-
tinctly better type of American—I should say Usonian, to be specific—
most of them with an aesthetic sense of their own, many of them artistic,
accomplished, and most of them travelled. They have sometimes learned
about us from abroad.
We seldom get the real provincials. The provincial doesn't dare trust
his own judgment as to cultural causes and effects. If he has been abroad,
his education such as it is, usually confirms his instinctive eclecticism. He
is the country's characteristic cultural coward.
The houses we build are usually enjoyed by people who are rich in
other things than money. It seems as though the appreciation of our work
is inversely proportioned to the financial standing of the person involved.
But sometimes when Usonian houses are very far away and proximity
to the work therefore is not possible, after work is 'practically complete',
we have had to go back to the opus as a body of workmen ourselves to
straighten out mistakes, meantime perhaps bettering the original, correct-
ing faulty workmanship and materials in order to save the owner harmless
trouble and generally establish or re-establish what was originally intended
but perhaps in this or that particular instance, by the owner's interference,
unhappily lost in execution. We do this. And we ought to have and will
soon have a Fellowship follow-up group organized to help furnish and use
the house after it is done, in the style intended, with the ease, grace and
distinction which the new forms make possible. We are already doing
this, often.
Our Fellowship method grows steadily more effective as we go along,
uxxtil I am assured by my clients, comparing their own costs with the
known costs of neighbouring buildings, that one of our operations will
result in more actual space accommodation and greater material advan-
tages in every way than the more 'regular' houses much more easily had,
that abound around them. What style and distinction our buildings possess
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